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Background and Problem  
There are many general hospitals build in China with major over 1000 beds with a huge investment 
during the past 10 years. However none of these hospitals has been evaluated if they are 
corresponding to actual needs of hospital facility, and could be considered as modern hospital with 
an international comparison. 
 
Objective 
We are missing two important links during construction process in China through plenty of evidence 
based study. One is the first step to make medical planning program (making decision) and briefing. 
Second is the last step to apply for POE (post occupancy evaluation). Through POE, the health 
authority and developers will use the past experiences to avoid the old mistake and develop new 
ideas, through research based evaluation, it will improve the standard of healthcare facilities in 
China. How to build a relevant method and tool as a Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) of healthcare 
facilities is becoming urgent and necessary by now in China. 
 
Method  
After analyzing the method of Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) that has been developed by 
Wolfgang F. E. Preiser in late 1980 and other authors, based on our 15 year experience of research, 
consulting and design work, our research center decided to develop own method that based on our 
experiences of culture and need of the hospital facility that might be more relevant, which the tool 
of evaluation was called “SHAPE”. 
 
SHAPE is developed through evidence based research by investigation of more than 40 hospitals 
overall in China and the establishments of certain criteria that incorporate on the SHAPE based on 
the interdisciplinary approach and requirements of the users. SHAPE has three stages;  
Step 1- SHAPE start with initial framework gathering data according to the results of research and 
experiences of the past in terms of establishing criteria. 
Step 2- SHAPE provide enough data in order to quantify the needs and design quality standard that 
we want to reach by establishing criteria for each project in terms of quantity and quality. 
Step 3- SHAPE build up the contents of guidelines of detail criteria to guide the planner and 
developers through entire planning process. 
  
Expectation Result 
The method “SHAPE” has been validated through research based result and application as a tool for 
POE and now is ready for use in China. SHAPE provide a tool as guidelines for healthcare facility and 
could be used as quality control for healthcare facility in China.   
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